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8 Claims. (C. 82-46) 
The present invention relates to a mobile aerial tower 

structure and more particularly to structure for elevat 
ing personnel into close proximity to electrical power 
lines which are in the process of being either constructed 
or maintained. 

Mobile aerial towers of the so-called “cherry picker' 
type conventionally comprise a mobile platform or truck 
upon which a tower structure is mounted for three-dimen 
sional operation. The tower structure conventionally 
includes a pedestal mounted on the truck having a rotat 
able platform on the upper end thereof. An elongated 
lower boom is pivotally mounted on the rotatable plat 
form at one end for swinging movement about a hori 
Zontal axis. To the other end of the lower boom is 
pivotally connected an upper boom for Swinging move 
ment about a horizontal axis. To the remaining, outer 
end of the upper boom is pivotally connected a person 
nel bucket which is at all times maintained in a level 
position regardless of the position and elevation to which 
the two booms may be moved. Suitable motors are 
connected to the rotatable platform and to the booms, 
respectively, by which rotary motion of the booms may 
be obtained as well as relative Swinging movement there 
of, such booms being swingable to a lower position in 
which the personnel bucket is adjacent to the truck and 
to an elevated position of a desired height above the 
truck within the limits of the boom dimensions. 

Such towers are conventionally used in the construc 
tion or maintenance of electrical power lines, and it is 
quite common for workmen to operate on the power lines 
while the latter are elevated and carrying relatively high 
voltages. For this purpose, it is essential in the first 
instance that the personnel bucket be adequately strong 
to support the weight of a workman as well as the equip 
ment which he must use while in an elevated position. 
Also, it is necessary that the bucket in and of itself be 
relatively light in weight to reduce the load placed on 
the articulated booms to a minimum. Additionally, the 
bucket should be of high dielectric strength in order 
to protect a man from danger in the event he should 
come into contact with a charged power line. Still 
further, it is necessary that the bucket structure be im 
pervious to moisture so as to maintain the dielectric 
strength thereof in order to prevent the conduction of 
electrical currents from the power lines to the workman 
in the event the bucket should either come in contact 
with or approach closely a power line. 
Such personnel buckets are conventionally fabricated 

of resin or piastic which is reinforced with glass thread 
or fiber. Such reinforced plastic has considerable strength 
to weight ratio; however, in order to provide adequate 
dielectric strength for the purpose of working on power 
lines, it is necessary that the wall thickness of this re 
inforced plastic be substantial. The resultant structure, 
in this instance, is so heavy that its utility for the in 
tended purpose becomes impaired such that other means 
must be resorted to for providing the dielectric strength. 

Prior to the time of this invention, in providing a 
bucket arrangement which was of lightweight, Strong 
construction and yet provides the necessary dielectric 
strength, the bucket itself was fabricated of relatively 
thin but rigid plastic reinforced with glass fibers and 
used as the main personnel Supporting structure and 
a bucket-shaped polyethylene liner was removably in 
serted thereinto. The resultant assembly provided the 
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2 
requisite dielectric strength while retaining the necessary 
characteristics of being relatively light in weight but 
nevertheless strong as a supporting structure. However, 
the use of such a polyethylene liner is not entirely satis 
factory inasmuch as the liner itself is relatively heavy, it 
must be easily removable from the outer shell, and 
furthermore must be removed and periodically tested for 
dielectric strength. As one of the desirable features of 
this prior art assembly, it is contended that if the liner 
should be filled or even partially filled with water as the 
result of rainy weather, it is only necessary to remove 
manually the liner from the outer shell and pour out the 
Water instead of alternatively dipping and swabbing out 
Such Water. However, this has proven not to be an ad 
vantage with respect to this particular arrangement in 
asmuch as the liner in the first instance is quite heavy 
Such that when even a small quantity of water is con 
tained therein the weight is so heavy that the water must 
be dipped out to a relatively low level before the liner 
can be removed manually. In the usually instance, it 
has been found to be more convenient to merely dip out 
the water and otherwise dry out the bottom of the liner 
by Swabbing with a rag or sponge. 

Also, it has been found necessary in the use of the 
removable liner to remove it and test it periodically for 
dielectric strength. If apparatus is not conveniently avail 
able to the operator of the tower for such testing pur 
poses, this usually requires that the liner to be sent to 
a factory or the like where such testing can be per 
formed. Alternatively to this, an extra liner may be 
purchased and kept available, which adds to the expense 
and complicates storage and handing of this extra equip 
ment. 
In view of these disadvantages of the prior art ar 

rangements, it becomes desirable to provide a bucket 
construction having the requisite characteristics of per 
manency, physical strength, lightweight, high dielectric 
Strength, and moisture impermeability. Additionally, it 
is desirable that the bucket be so constructed that periodic 
testing of the dielectric strength is not necessary. In 
view of these desirable design features, it is an object 
of this invention to provide a personnel bucket having 
these characteristics. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a per 
manent, integral personnel bucket construction for a 
mobile aerial tower which is impervious to moisture, light 
in Weight, physically strong, and having high dielectric 
strength. 

Other objects will become apparent as the description 
proceeds. 
The above-mentioned and other features and objects of 

this invention and the manner of attaining them will 
become more apparent and the invention itself will be best 
understood by reference to the following description of an 
embodiment of the invention taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of one embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation of an embodiment of the 
personnel bucket; 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the bucket of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is an end view, partially sectioned, of the 

bucket of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal sectional illustration taken 

substantially along section line 5-5 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary section showing the 

perimetral cap of the bucket of the preceding figures; and 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary cross-sectional illustration 

taken substantially along section line 7-7 of FIG. 4. 
Referring to the drawings, and more particularly to 

FIG. 1, a truck 10 is shown as having a supporting 
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pedestal 12 mounted on the bed thereof which carries 
a platform 24 for rotation about a vertical axis. Piv 
otally mounted on the platform 4 is an elongated, lower 
boom 6, the pivotal connection between the platform 
4 and boom 6 being provided by a horizontally extend 

ing pin or shaft 8. A power cylinder 2 has one end 
pivotally connected to the boom 6 at 22 and the other 
end pivotally connected to the platform 14 at 24. By 
operation of this power cylinder 29, the boom is may 
ba raised to the illustrated full-line position or depressed 
to the dashed-line position. The power cylinder 29 can 
move and hold the boom 6 to any intermediate position. 

Pivotally connected to the outermost end of the lower 
boom 16 is an elongated upper booin 26, the pivotal 
connection between these two boons being provided 
by means of a suitable pin or shaft 23 passing through 
the respective ends of these booms. This pin or shaft 
28 has its axis arranged horizontally such that the two 
boons 6 and 26 may be relatively moved in a common 
vertical plane. 
On the distal end of the upper boom 26 is pivotally 

sounted a personnel bucket 39 in which a workinan, 
as shown, may ride and control his spatial position. By 
means of suitable controls mounted either in or on the 
bucket 38, the rotational position of the platform 4, 
hence the rotational position of the bucket 38, may be 
controlled. Also, the pivoted position of the lower 
boom 16 may be controlled with respect to the platform 
4. Additionally, the pivotal relationship between the 
lower and upper boons A5 and 26, respectively, may 
be controlled. The operator or workman can thereby 
move himself to any spatial position within the dimen 
sional limits afforded by the tower. 
The particular construction of the personnel bucket 

39 is shown in its various details in FGS. 2-7 inclusive. 
It is of rectangular cross-section in the illustrated em 
bodiment; however, it may take other and different shapes 
as will appear from the following description. The 
bucket structure comprises essentially three laminations 
32, 34 and 36, each of these laminations conforming 
to the final shape of the bucket and providing a relatively 
flat bottom and four sides upstanding therefrom. The 
laiminations are integrated into a permanent structure 
in which a workman finay ride, which is physically strong 
and relatively light in weight. Furthermore, it is sub 
stantially impervious to moisture and provides a rela 
tively high dielectric strength as will appear from the 
description to follow. 
The two laminations 32 and 35 are fabricated of 

plastic material, such as epoxy or polyester resin, rein 
forced with glass or other suitable fiber. The particular 
composition of these laminations is conventional, such 
composition being commonly used in the fabrication of 
so-called glass boats. As reinforcement, both glass rov 
ing and woven cloth may be used. 
These aminations 32 and 36 are formed with bottoms 

and sides upstanding therefron, these bottoms and sides 
being parallel and uniformly spaced apart as shown. 
The bottoms are preferably flat as shown. The upper 
edges 38 and 48 of these two laminations 32 and 36 
respectively preferably terminate in a common plane, a 
flange 42 extending laterally outwardly from one edge 
38 along one lateral side of the bucket as shown. 

Also, the outer lamination 32 is provided with two 
upright, spaced-apart and parallel, molded ribs 44 and 
46, these two ribs being substantially identical in con 
struction. These ribs extend from near the top of the 
bucket to near the bottom thereof as shown and are rela 
tively thin. Extending into and being intimately moided 
as a part thereof is a flat, elongated supporting plate 48 
having a portion 5 projecting outwardly thereof. A 
wooden filler member 52 also extending internally of 
each rib 44, 46 for substantially the entire length thereof 
provides reinforcement and additional strength for the 
molded fiberglass portions of the two ribs 44 and 45. 
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4. 
A suitable mounting bar 54 connects at its opposite ends 
to the two supporting plates 48 and provides a means 
by which the bucket 33 may be attached pivotally to the 
outerinost end of the upper boom 26. 

Referring more specifically to FiG. 5, it will be noted 
that the two laminations 32 and 35 are spaced rela 
tively far apart. This space is completely filled with 
a Suitable lightweight cellular plastic, polyurethane foam 
as an example, being found to be particularly well adapted 
to the present invention. This polyurethane foam after 
hardening provides a relatively stiff and thick middle 
lamination 56 which tenaciously adheres to the facing 
Wais of the two laminations 32 and 35. It should be 
stated at this point that it is especially desirable to have 
these facing surfaces of the aiminations 32 and 36 finished 
rough with many depressions and raised portions for 
providing a relatively large amount of surface area to 
which the foam center 56 can bond. As a consequence 
of this structure, the bucket is stiff and rigid and quite 
strong in comparison with the weight thereof. 
Again as shown nore clearly in FIG. 5, the bottoms 

58 and 63 of the two laminations 32 and 36 are flat, 
Spaced-apart and parallel. In order to provide strength 
in the corners where the lamination sides and bottoms 
joia, the corners are rounded or radiused as shown. The 
outer larination 32 has the side and bottom 58 joining 
in a corner 62 of relatively large radius by which maxi 
mu in strength can be obtained. The corners 54 at which 
the sides and botton; 68 of the inner amination 36 
join are aiso rounded with the radius thereof being much 
snailer than that for the outer corner 62. By making 
the radius of these corners 63 quite snail, it is possible 
for the bettom 69 of the inner amination 35 to con 
Stiite the floor of the bigcket on which the worknan 
cal Stand. In conventional constructions, the bucket is 
provided with such a large radius at the corners 64, 
or what would be regarded as the equivalent of these 
corners 64, that it is necessary to provide a false floor 
Structure which extends outwardly laterally against the 
inner side of the bucket such that the workman's toes 
can reach the bucket side. When the corners 64 are 
relatively large in radius, such radius prevents the work 
man from comfortably working from the bucket with 
his toes adjacent to the bucket side. In the present 
invention, since two laminations 32 and 36 are provided, 
only the corners 62 need to be of fairly large diameter. 
The center or foam lamination 56 may be fabricated 

in the usual way by pouring the necessary chemical 
constituents into the space between the laninations 32 
and 36 and allowing the chemical reaction to take place 
which results in the formation of a foam which com 
pletely fills and exudes from between the upper edges 
38 and 49 of the two laminations. While the foam is 
yet uncured and just before complete solidification, the 
upper edge of the foam may be stricken off flush with 
the upper edges 38 and 49. In the alternative, if the 
foam should harden before being stricken off, it can 
easily be sawed or cut of flush with the upper edges 
3S and 49. 

Before pouring the chemical constituents for producing 
the foam in the space between the two laminations 32 
and 36, the latter are fitted with suitable molds which in 
timately engage the sides and bottoms thereof. For 
example, the lamination 32 is first inserted into a female 
mold having the exact shape of the outer bucket surface. 
Similarly, a male mold having the exact inner shape and 
size of the finished bucket is inserted into the lamination 
36. Means are provided for spacing the two laminations 
apart uniformly around the sides and bottoms thereof 
while the foam chemicals are being introduced into the 
Space between the two laminations 32 and 35. As the 
foaming takes place, the considerable lateral force ex 
erted thereby will be resisted by the two molds thereby 
preventing the laminations 32 and 35 from becoming dis 
tended. By this means, the sides of the bucket may be 
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kept straight and uniform until the foam takes a per 
manent set. Following this, the molds are removed. 
As a final step in the fabrication of the bucket, a 

perimetral cap formed of either the same materials as the . 
laminations 32 and 36 or of a suitable rubber-like ma 
terial is fitted over the upper perimetral edge as shown. 
This cap indicated by the numeral 66 has depending sides 
which intimately engage and extend downwardly over 
the opposite outer surfaces of the two laminations 32 and 
36, and in order to prevent moisture from leaking up 
wardly and into the space over the exposed edges of the 
three laminations, a suitable adhesive which may be 
either a polyester or epoxy resin may be used for Seal 
ing the cap sides to the surfaces of the two laminations 
32 and 36. As shown more clearly in FIG. 5, the cap 
is made sufficiently large in transverse dimension to ex 
tend from the inner surface of the lamination 36 to the 
outermost edge of the flange 42 and the ribs 46. 
As clearly shown in FIG. 5, the foam plastic lamination 

56 is many times thicker than the two laminations 32 
and 36. In a practical embodiment of this invention, 
the thickness of the foam plastic lamination 55 may 
be two (2) inches while the thickness of each of the 
laminations 32 and 35 may be one-eighth (/8) inch each. 
For a bucket height of forty-four (44) inches, the lam 
inations 32 and 35 per se are flexible; however, with 
the foam plastic lamination 56 in place, the resulting 
structure is quite rigid, stiff and strong. Also, in this 
practical embodiment, the radii of the corners 62 and 64 
are 234 inches and cne-half (1/2) incia, respectively. 
The thicker the amination 56, the greater is the dielec 

tric strength of the finished bucket. For work on excep 
tionally high voltage power lines, the foam plastic lam 
ination 56 should be quite thick. For correspondingly 
lower voltages, the lamination 56 does not need to be 
so thick. However, the bucket preferably is initially 
constructed with adequate thickness to operate even on 
the highest voltage power lines which may be serviced 
while “hot” inasmuch as the weight and density of the 
foam plastic 55 are so small that relatively thick di 
mensions therefore produce very little additional weight 
in the entire bucket assembly. Thus, a satisfactorily 
high dielectric strength may be initially designed into the 
bucket such that it may be used in almost any desired 
work on power lines. 

Inasmuch as the plastic lamination 55 is impervious to 
moisture and also tenaciously adheres to the laminations 
32 and 36, no moisture can penetrate the thickness of 
the bucket wail. Thus, insofar as moisture is concerned, 
the dielectric strength of the bucket remains Substantially 
constant with time. Also, by reason of the substantial 
thickness in the foam lamination 55, a Substantial spac 
ing is alway maintained between any power line which 
may touch the outer lamination 32 and the workman 
riding inside the bucket. This relatively great physical 
spacing is ideal inasmuch as the fiberglass laminations 32 
and 36 characteristically develop cracks and the like 
after a period of usage through which a conductive path 
is formed. However, since the foam plastic layer 55 
provides the major part of the dielectric strength in the 
bucket structure, any voids, air bubbles, interstices or 
cracks in the glass fiber laminations 32 and 36 will not 
render use of the bucket dangerous. 

Since the dielectric strength of the bucket remains 
substantially high and constant throughout the normal 
life thereof, it is obvious that periodic testing for dielec 
tric strength is not necessary. This is particularly ad 
vantageous inasmuch as the mobile aerial tower on which 
the bucket is used never has to be placed out of service 
for a period of time necessary within which to test the 
bucket dielectricity. 
Also in contrast with prior art buckets, the bucket of 

this invention can tolerate small punctures or holes with 
out any danger to the operator. For example, if the 
lamination 32 should be punctured, the dielectric strength 
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6 
of the bucket wail will be, at the most, only negligibly im 
paired whereupon minor damage to the bucket can or 
dinarily be ignored. 
While I have described above the principles of my in 

vention in connection with specific apparatus, it is to be 
clearly understood that this description is made only 
by Way of example and not as a limitation to the scope 
of my invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The combination of apparatus for elevating a work 

man to selected heights for working in the vicinity of 
electrical power lines comprising a vehicle, a turntable 
mounted on said vehicle for rotation about an upright 
axis, a lower boom pivotally mounted at one end on 
said turntable for swinging movement about a horizontal 
axis, an upper boom pivotaliy connected at one end to 
the other end of said iower boom for swinging movement 
about a horizontal axis, a personnel bucket having a bot 
tom and sides upstanding therefrom and mounted on the 
other end of said upper boom; said bucket being of in 
tegral construction and including an inner lamination of 
glass fiber reinforced plastic, said plastic being one of 
the group of polyester and epoxy, an outer lamination of 
glass fiber reinforced plastic extending parallel to and 
spaced from said inner lamination, the last-mentioned 
plastic being one of the group of polyester and epoxy, 
both said laminations having upper edge portions lying 
in a common plane, said Iarninations having upstanding 
sides and bottom portions respectively, the facing surfaces 
of said laminations being irregular and rough, a middle 
iamination of polyurethane foam filling the space between 
said inner and outer aiminations and being rigidly adhered 
said facing surfaces, said foam lamination being stiff and 
substantially thicker than said inner and outer laminations 
by an amount to physically space the latter apart to 
provide a predetermined dielectric strength and to render 
the bucket rigid and relatively inflexible, a perimetral 
cap of channel-shaped cross-section fitted over the upper 
compcsite edge of said laminations, said cap having 
opposite side portions which engage and extend down 
wardly over the opposite outside surfaces of said inner 
and outer iaminations respectively, said cap being ad 
hered to and sealed to said laminations by means cf an 
adhesive thereby preventing moisture from entering be 
tween said inner and outer laminations; and means for 
attaching said other end of said upper boom to said outer 
lamination. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the outer lam 
ination has an integral elongated glass fiber reinforced 
plastic rib extending outwardly from one side thereof in 
a direction between said bottom and said upper edge, 
said rib having an elongated flat metal mounting plate 
embedded therein in parailelism therewith with one por 
tion of said plate extending outwardly beyond said rib 
or attachment to said upper booim, and a wood filler 
member inside Said rib and extending the full length 
thereof, said filler member being intinately engaged with 
said rib for reinforcing the same. 

3. in combination, a personnel bucket of integral con 
Struction for supporting a workman in an elevated po 
sition on the boom of a mobile aerial tower for work 
ing in the vicinity of high voltage electrical power lines, 
comprising an inner lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
plastic, an outer lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
piastic extending Substantially parallel to and spaced from 
Said inner lamination, said laminations having substan 
tially fiat bottoms and sides upstanding therefrom re 
spectively, a core lamination of cellular plastic material, 
said piastic material being an electrical insulator, said 
core lamination filling the entire space between said 
inner and outer laminations and being rigidly adhered 
thereto, the combination of said inner, outer and core 
laminations providing an integrated, rigid and physically 
strong stricture in which a workman may ride, said core 
lamination being thicker than Said inner and outer lami 
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nations by an amount to provide for a predetermined 
dielectric strength and for naintaining a minimum Spac 
ing between said aminations and between a workman in 
said bucket structure and an electrical line touching the 
outer surface of said outer lamination, and means for 
mounting said outer lamination on the end of a boon. 

4. In combination, a personnel bucket of integral con 
struction for supporting a workiaan in an elevated po 
sition on the boom of a mobile aerial tower for working 
in the vicinity of high voltage electrical power lines, 
comprising an inner lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
plastic, an outer lamination of giass fiber reinforced plastic 
extending substantially parallel to and spaced from Said 
inner lamination, said aminations having substantially 
flat bottons and sides upstanding therefron respectively, 
a core lamination of cellular plastic material, said plastic 
material being an electrical insulator, said core iaitiation 
filling the entire space between said inner and outer 
laminations and being rigidly adhered thereto, the con 
bination of said inner, outer and core aiminations pro 
viding an integrated, rigid and physically strong structure 
in which a workman may ride, said core lamination being 
thicker than said inner and outer laminations by an 
amount to provide for a predetermined dielectric strength 
and for maintaining a miniuinum spacing between said 
laminations and between a workman in said bucket struc 
ture and an electrical line touching the outer surface of 
Said outer lamination, one side of said outer lamination 
having two spaced apart upright portions; an elongated 
boon) Inember having opposite ends, and means connect 
ing Said upright portions to one end of said boom for 
mounting said blacket structure on Said booin. 

5. In combination, a personnel bucket of integral con 

O 

struction for Supporting a workman in an elevated po 
sition on the boom of a nobile aerial tower for working 
in the vicinity of high voltage electrical power lines, 
comprising an inner lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
plastic, an outer lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
plastic extending substantially parallel to and spaced from 
Said inner lamination, said plastics being one of the group 
of epoxy and polyester, said laminations having substan 

rtially flat bottoms and sides upstanding therefrom re 
Spectively, a core lamination of cellular plastic material, 
Said plastic material being an electrical insulator, said 
core lamination filling the entire space between said inner 
and outer laminations and being rigidly adhered thereto, 
the combination of said inner, outer and core laminations 
providing an integrated, rigid and physically strong 
Structure in which a workman may ride, said core 1am 
ination being thicker than said inner and outer laminations 
by an annount to provide for a predetermined dielectric 
Strength and for maintaining a minimum spacing between 
said laminations and between a workman in said bucket 
structure and an electrical line touching the outer surface 
of said outer lamination; a tower boom having opposite 
ends and means including said outer lamination for piv 
otally mounting said bucket on one end of said boom. 

40 
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3. 
6. In connbination, a personnel bucket of integral con 

struction for supporting a workman in an elevated po 
sition on the boon of a mobile aerial tower for Working 
in the vicinity of high voltage electrical power lines, 
comprising an inner lamination of glass fiber reinforced 
plastic, an outer armination of glass fiber reinforced plastic 
extending substantially parallel to and spaced from said 
inner lamination, said laminations having Substantially 
flat bottoms and sides upstanding therefrom respectively, 
a core lamination of cellular plastic material, said plastic 
material being an electrical insulator, said coire amination 
filling the entire space between said inner and cuter lan 
inations and being rigidly adhered thereto, the combi 
nation of said inner, outer and core aiminations providing 
an integrated, rigid and physically stroing structure in 
which a workman may ride, said core lamination being 
thicker than said inner and outer laminations by an 
amount to provide for a predetermined dielectric strength 
and for maintaining a minimum spacing between said 
laminations and between a workman in said bucket struc 
ture and an electrical line touching the outer Surface of 
said outer lamination, two mounting portions on one side 
of said bucket structure spaced apart in a direction parallel 
to said bottom, said two mounting portions including two 
separated portions of said outer lamination, and means 
extending between and connected to said two mounting 
portions for mounting said bucket structure on one end 
of a boom. 

7. The combination of claim 6 wherein said two mount 
ing portions are flat and lie in planes extending trans 
versely to said one side, and said means is a bar member 
connected at its opposite ends to said two mounting 
portions, respectively. 

8. The combination of claim 6 having two supporting 
plates secured to and flush with the aforesaid two sepa 
rated portions respectively of said outer lamination, said 
means including a member having two opposite end por 
tions secured to said two plates, respectively, whereby 
said bucket structure may be mounted on one end of 
a boon. 
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